This article presents an approach for assessing contingency resolution strategies using temporal logic. We present a framework for nominal mission modeling, then specifying contingency resolution strategies and evaluating their effectiveness for the mission. Our approach focuses on leveraging the use of model checkers to the domain of multi-robot missions to assess the adequacy of contingency resolution strategies that minimize the adverse effects of contingencies on the mission execution. We consider missions with deterministic as well as probabilistic transitions. We demonstrate our approach using two case studies. We consider the escorting of a ship in a port where multiple contingencies may occur concurrently and assess the adequacy of the proposed contingency resolution strategies. We also consider a manufacturing scenario where multiple assembly stations collaborate to create a product. In this case, assembly operations may fail, and human intervention is needed to complete the assembly process. We investigate several different strategies and assess their effectiveness based on mission characteristics.
Introduction
Multi-robot systems are increasingly being used to automate complex missions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Many such missions are collections of spatially separated tasks that are executed by multi-robot teams in parallel. Generally, these missions may encounter unexpected situations that can halt or alter mission tasks. For example, consider the case of a large cargo ship that has to be escorted by robotic boats and drones. Each robot has been assigned its nominal tasks. However, the ship's path may experience a blockage; robots' batteries may deplete; communication links may stop working; a civilian vessel may be spotted in the protected region around the ship. Such situations will interrupt the regularly scheduled tasks.
Due to the possibility of unexpected tasks or task interruptions (i.e. contingencies), contingency resolution strategies must be designed to contain and minimize the adverse effects of contingencies without drastically affecting the primary mission objective such as minimizing the expected time to produce parts or reach a location. In the civilian vessel escorting example, our strategy could be to first direct a drone to assess the situation and, if the intrusion is confirmed to jeopardize the mission significantly, then a robotic boat must approach the intruder and warn it to move away. However, there may be numerous such strategies having different impact on the mission. Some may lower operational costs while others lower mission makespan. There is a need for methods that can select the most promising strategies.
Simulation-based testing is one approach to test resolution strategies and nominal mission execution strategies. However, model checking offers us specific advantages. Firstly, encoding a mission in a model checker and then verifying it using temporal logic ensures that our model is mathematically and logically consistent. Secondly, simulations only analyze representative runs of the system. If those simulation runs overlook an interesting effect that may have been of concern, then one obtains false confidence in the system. Model checking mitigates this shortcoming by providing guarantees due to exhaustive state space enumeration. Model checking may be slower compared to simulations, but this limitation may be overcome by creating models with the right level of abstractions.
This article focuses on leveraging the use of model checkers to the domain of multi-robot missions to assess the adequacy of contingency resolution strategies to minimize the adverse effects of contingencies on the mission execution. The nominal mission execution plan is provided by the user. Based on this input information, contingency resolution strategies are designed manually. In robotics research, the use of formal methods has become popular (refer to the second section) to analyze mission execution protocols and contingency resolution strategies. Formal methods provide a complete framework for handling dynamic and uncertain systems in a mathematically rigorous and logically consistent manner. These methods can be exploited to quickly evaluate contingency resolution strategies and screen them for their performance. Once some good ways to handle contingencies for a mission have been identified, then one can resort to simulation techniques to study the strategies in finer details. Thus, we do not propose eliminating simulation testing paradigm. However, such model checkers were traditionally designed for other applications such as embedded systems and computer hardware design. So when modeling multirobot systems, some simplifying assumptions are generally made. The challenge is to not oversimplify the mission model so much so that running high-fidelity simulations would have proved to be the better choice. However, it must be ensured that the mission model adheres to the semantics implemented by the model checkers. Specifically, in the context of modeling and handling contingencies during multi-robot missions, model checking has not received significant attention.
Our main focus in this article is to present an approach for evaluating contingency resolution strategies that may occur during multi-robot missions and demonstrate our approach using two examples; the first one using NuSMV model checker 8 described in the fourth section, and the second one using PRISM model checker 9 described in the fifth section.
Literature review
Formal modeling of multi-robot missions Many researchers have investigated model checking using temporal logic for formulating constraints for automated multi-agent systems and then checking for any inconsistency. 10, 11 Temporal logic properties are commonly expressed using computation tree logic (CTL), linear temporal logic (LTL), or a combination of both. For stochastic processes, system specifications make use of probabilistic temporal logic like Probabilistic CTL (PCTL). Bolton et al. 12 survey the usage of formal model verification methods in improving human-automation interaction and lay out the different kinds of formal properties generally verified by other researchers.
Other temporal logic methods have also been used for autonomous multi-robot systems. Pant et al. 13 use Signal Temporal Logic (STL) for specifying missions involving multiple drones that must take off and land from designated spots, must monitor the environment, and reach a location while avoiding obstacles. Liu et al. 14 encode mission specification for multi-agent systems with wireless communication constraints using STL and spatial-temporal logic formulas which are capable of describing high-level spatial patterns that change over time. Nikou et al. 15 perform controller synthesis for multi-agent path planning, where Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) is used. Zhou et al. 16 present an optimization-based method for planning paths of a mobile robot for which bounded temporal constraints are specified using metric temporal logic (MTL) by translating them into mixed-integer linear constraints and then solving with YALMIP-CPLEX software.
Frameworks based on STL, MITL, and MTL are generally useful when robot trajectory is being planned, and there are quantitative time constraints on the mission that must be satisfied. However, at the level of mission and task planning, we are more concerned with knowing whether a system has entered the desired state, or entered a failure state, or entered a never-ending loop. For deterministic missions, Kripke graphs and LTL-based formalism techniques are applied to model contingencies and their resolution strategies. When the mission itself is probabilistic, then PCTL-based model checkers may be used. This is elaborated in the "Handling stochastic events" section.
Model checkers for mission verification
There are several model-checking software available online, for example, NuSMV, SPIN, and PRISM, that automatically verify user properties for a given system model. Generally, system models have to be coded in a programming language specific to the model checking being used. For SPIN model checker, the model is coded in Promela language. For NuSMV model checker, it is coded in SMV (Symbolic Model Verifier) language. Many such software frameworks have been used for robotic planning. Fraser et al. 17 provide an extensive survey of model checkers, their comparisons and reasons for their effectiveness.
Fainekos et al. 18 used NuSMV for path generation and MATLAB R2007a for controller synthesis to plan robot motion based on LTL constraints. Lahijanian et al. 19 designed the Robotic InDoor Environment simulator to move an iRobot Create mobile platform autonomously through corridors and reconfigurable intersections using a PCTL-based Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework. Finucane et al. 20 designed the Linear Temporal Logic Mis-siOn Planning tool kit for designing, testing, and implementing hybrid controllers generated automatically from task specifications written in structured English or temporal logic. Konur et al. 21 used PRISM model checker for verification of global robotic swarm behavior. UPPAAL model checker is an integrated tool environment for modeling, simulation, and verification of real-time systems modeled as a collection of nondeterministic processes and has been used for various robotic applications also. [22] [23] [24] Karaman and Frazzoli 25 solved the LTL-based multivehicle routing problem by converting the LTL constraints into Mixed-Integer Linear Programming problems. LTL formulas may also be converted to an automaton whose product is then taken with robot automaton and then automation graph search methods are constructed to plan robot motion. 26, 27 Shoukry et al. 28 solve a multi-robot path planning problem by computing collision-free trajectory controllers by using a satisfiability modulo convex programming approach. Kamali et al. 29 perform formal verification of safety properties for automotive platooning using the Agent Java Pathfinder model checker. Machin et al. 30 developed a safety monitoring framework based on the NuSMV model checker for autonomous systems.
For system models with deterministic transition rules, NuSMV is a prevalent option. Such deterministic transition rules may be encoded with ease in model checkers like NuSMV as: if pre-conditions, then post-conditions. SPIN is an alternative to NuSMV and can outperform it in particular scenarios. However, whenever exhaustive system analysis suffices, NuSMV is generally better than SPIN. NuSMV allows simplified handling of random behaviors, but this capability is limited in scope. This is how we will simulate contingencies in our first case study which we cannot encode using deterministic transition rules.
Handling stochastic events
Contingencies arise in robotic systems because robotic behaviors, as well as environment response, are stochastic. 31 Such multi-robot systems may be modeled as MDPs. [32] [33] [34] [35] Cizelj et al. 36 present an approach to control a vehicle in a hostile environment while considering static obstacles as well as moving adversaries against whom the vehicle must protect itself from collisions. They adopt the PCTL-based control synthesis approach to plan the mission for the vehicle and use an off-the-shelf PCTL model-checking tool PRISM for this purpose.
Ding et al. 37 present probabilistically guaranteed optimal control policies over an infinite time horizon for an MDP system with LTL constraints seeking to minimize the average cost per cycle starting from the initial state. Faruq et al. 38 develop simultaneous task allocation and planning for multi-robot systems which are operating in uncertain environments and prone to failures. The robotic system is modeled as an MDP, and the effect of increasing the number of failure points on computational time and reallocation frequency is studied. Feng et al. 39 consider a road network surveillance problem involving an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) and a human operator. They model this mission as an MDP and implement it in the PRISM model checker to study the effect of model parameters on the minimization of expected mission completion time.
Kloetzer and Mahulea 40 consider a partitioned environment in which one or more robots must survey regions of interest which appear and disappear probabilistically. The automaton building and graph search approach are used to find robot trajectories that maximize the probability of satisfying the task of surveying regions of interest. Chen et al. 41 use automata learning technique in uncertain, dynamic, and partially known indoor environments with doors to optimize surveillance missions.
Most of these works do not address the handling of contingencies in detail. Their goal is primarily to apply model checking for generating motion plans or mission execution plans. Works that focus on verifying mission properties and analyzing their results do not focus sufficiently on incorporating contingency resolution strategies in the mission model and studying their effects. We aim to develop a general approach for modeling contingencies and their resolution strategies for a wide range of multi-robot missions while assessing the adequacy of these strategies.
Description of framework

Overview
We enumerate the different decision steps involved in our framework as follows:
1. Mission abstraction: Given a nominal mission description and a list of contingencies that can occur during the mission, one needs to abstract only the necessary mission features so that they can be encoded as a computer-interpretable transition system. So we must create a list of environment and robot variables. It is desirable to avoid including an excessive number of features because it ultimately puts the computational burden on model checkers. Subsequently, we must also discretize these variables if they are continuous, and constrain the number of the discrete states they can take. This is done to ensure that there is no memory overflow when the model checker runs on our encoded model. A bigger problem can be solved by decomposing it into smaller problems and analyzing them one by one. Next, we must also encode the actions or tasks that can be undertaken from each feasible state of a variable by a relevant agent (refer to the "Mission abstraction" section). 2. Formal representation: After the abstraction phase, we need to choose a formalism to represent our mission. Missions generally have two types of transitions between states, deterministic and probabilistic. It should suffice to use Kripke transition graphs (see "Missions with deterministic transitions" section) for most deterministic systems. This framework can handle a small number of probabilistic transition rules. However, when the system is inherently stochastic, we must switch to probabilistic frameworks referred to in the "Missions with probabilistic transitions" section. 3. Computational modeling: Once the mathematical modeling is complete, we need to design different contingency resolution strategies (see "Modeling of contingency resolution strategies" section) that we wish to verify. For this purpose, we have to carefully determine protocols for different variables of the mission to interact with each other. Stand-alone rules for transitioning from one state to another without taking into account the states of other variables would not work for designing these strategies. This is more clearly demonstrated through examples in the two case studies. We must also encode the properties that must be verified for the entire mission model using temporal logic formulas (see "Model checking and verification" in the "Computational modeling" section). 4. Tool selection: Finally, we need to select the right model-checking tool based on model complexity and characteristics. If the model is simple and deterministic, then NuSMV or SPIN may be used. If the model is probabilistic and is amenable to PCTL and Markov modeling techniques, then PRISM or Markov Reward Model Checker may be used. Other considerations may include ease of coding and visualization-based graphical user interface (GUI). Table 1 gives an example comparison of different model checkers.
Mission abstraction
Mission modeling and verification methods require a nominal mission description as input. We shall use a mission example representative of multi-robot surveillance and patrolling missions for illustration purpose. Suppose there is a high-value target that has to be guided by a team of mobile robots through waypoints to reach the desired target location. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where a ship has just entered a port and must be escorted by a team of autonomous unmanned surface vessels (USVs) to its designated location. However, our modeling is completely agnostic to this specific mission and generally applies to multi-robot patrolling missions involving any mobile robot. We must only include those variables in our model that help us to capture the important effects of contingencies. For example, in ship escorting example, it suffices to use only a variable denoting the robot's mean body position. We do not need to track a variable denoting, say the robot's rear-wheel's center position. Also, contingencies may only affect a mobile robot by stopping or diverting it; all these effects can be captured by tracking the robot's location only. However, the step size with which distance is discretized depends on the robot's body length as well as the robot's mean speed. If there is too much traffic in the robot's operating zone, then we are supposed to allow only a short period of travel between waypoints for each robot.
We then identify the nominal tasks comprising the mission. Most missions consist of spatially distributed tasks that may be performed concurrently by multiple agents. Agents may be human workers or robots. One example is the task of escorting the high-value target from one waypoint to the next performed by a team of mobile robots. We identify pre-conditions and post-conditions for each task. If the pre-conditions for a specific task are satisfied, then an agent which is available and well-suited for carrying out the task executes it, and this results in a change of the mission scenario as described by the task's post-conditions.
Then we choose a mission execution plan well-suited for the mission under consideration. It is a sequence in which the available tasks must be executed to meet the mission objective while adhering to pre-conditions and postconditions of all tasks. For example, the mobile robots will meet up with the high-value target at a safe location, and then the convoy will proceed through each successive waypoint until it reaches its final destination.
Thus, nominal mission modeling proceeds as follows:
Identify the set of discrete states (let v j a i denote the jth variable for the ith agent a i ) available for each agent along with their domains and initial values. For example, the location of the high-value target may be a mission variable whose domain is given by the designated waypoints. We must also characterize the initial state for each such variable. For example, mobile robots begin their operations initially from some designated resting station. Identify the environment variables (let v j e denote the jth environment variable) that keep track of relevant factors in mission scenario: For example, some variables may keep track of whether the high-value target is encountering a dangerous situation. We may assume that these contingency variables are maintained and updated by a ground control station (GCS). The GCS receives sensory data that helps it to detect such unexpected contingencies and communicate their occurrence to mobile robots.
Encode transition rules (let t j denote the jth transition rule) which specify constraints for agents to transition from one state to another in terms of tasks' pre-conditions and post-conditions which in turn are specified in terms of agents' states and environment variables. For example, a transition rule specifying the motion from one waypoint to another represents a task for the mobile robot to execute. Thus, the above steps indicate how to build an abstract mission model from a given real-world mission description so that it can be encoded as computer codes.
Formal representation
Missions with deterministic transitions. For deterministic missions, one may adopt transition systems for modeling our missions, which are computer science tools used to describe transition rules for discrete-state systems. A transition system is represented as hS; I; R; Li. This representation scheme is also referred to as Kripke modeling. S refers to the states that may be taken by the system. For missions, states are of two types, one representing the states which the agents assigned to the mission may reach, v j a i , and another representing the states that environment may reach, v j e . Let us denote the initial states of the system as I ¼ ½v j a i ð0Þ; v j e ð0Þ. R & S Â S comprises of transition relations t j which tell us which states a system may access or transition to from a given state. Let A P denote the set of atomic propositions describing features relevant to our system. L : S Â 2 A P ! fT ; ⊥ g is a labeling function that, given a state and one or more atomic propositions, returns true or false based on the truth values.
Missions with probabilistic transitions. Transition rules between states of a system are not always deterministic. For stochastic systems, probabilistic transition rules are specified. 42 We consider stochastic systems with discrete states that may be modeled as MDPs for demonstration purpose. However, there are several other useful modeling techniques for stochastic robotic systems. 43 Discrete-time Markov chains (DTMCs) are also feasible modeling tools in several cases. MDPs allow for states in which multiple transition rules are applicable and resolve such conflicts based on the principles of nondeterminism. However, DTMCs differ from MDPs in that they allow only one probabilistic transition rule for every possible state of the system.
Thus, based on whether the mission is deterministic or probabilistic, we note the different ways of representing our mission models as mathematical constructs so that they can be analyzed by model checkers. In this article, we use NuSMV for checking deterministic models and PRISM for checking probabilistic models which have their further requirements for encoding missions.
NuSMV expects us to pick each mission variable in a sequence. Then for all possible cases that the variable may encounter, we must specify the corresponding change in its state. NuSMV also requires us to repeat the variable names to match their probabilities. Coding such transition rules in NuSMV may be inconvenient for complex stochastic systems. The probabilistic model checkers are more convenient and effective. PRISM is a popular tool for this purpose. Unlike the exhaustive enumeration of NuSMV, PRISM requires us to encode different conditions that the user considers relevant for the mission and then specify how all the mission variables will change if those conditions hold. Real-world systems are often simulated by appropriately synchronizing these transition rules in PRISM.
Computational modeling
Modeling of contingency resolution strategies. This section provides the steps to incorporate contingency resolution information in mission execution. Firstly, we design contingency resolution strategies which are invoked when a contingency is reported during mission execution. However, these strategies do not simply assign an agent to execute a specific action to resolve a contingency. These strategies may require multiple actions to be performed in a sequence. So for different cases, different sets of actions may have to be invoked. Below are four examples of contingencies that may be encountered during multi-robot missions such as those described earlier:
First, suppose robots are required to maintain contact with GCS at all time. This may be necessary for robotic operations so that human remote operators may take control of the robots if they break down. Since the ground station must always maintain a communication link with the robots, we introduce a variable called "comm_link [i] ." This Boolean variable denotes whether the communication link between GCS and ith mobile robot is working or not. Then we lay down a strategy for resolving communication failure. If the communication link breaks down, then the robot is supposed to go back to its station for repair purpose and avoid any unsafe situation in the open waters. When the link between the station and the robot is restored, it rejoins the rest of the convoy.
Second, it is common to find missions interrupted because suddenly, some event took place which halts the mission. The only way to resume the mission is for the agents to address the event first. For example, when the high-value target is moving through a crowded region and is being assisted by multiple mobile robots, it is possible for another vehicle to come dangerously close to the protected asset. To prevent collisions, we design the following strategy. If another vehicle is reported in the protected zone, then a robot with easier mobility is instructed to first go to the region to confirm whether the vehicle is still there. If the vehicle's presence is confirmed, then another suitable robot must approach and warn the intruder to leave that region and return to resume its mission only after the intruder has acknowledged the message.
Third, in busy seaports, a civilian vessel may come dangerously close to a ship. Following the previous example, we consider a slight modification to the contingency resolution strategy. Suppose each USV had a UAV mounted on top of it. The UAV is used to confirm the presence of the vessel because it may roam easily in the port region compared to the USV. If UAV confirms the civilian vessel, then the USV will approach and warn the intruder.
Fourth, the path ahead of the convoy may be blocked. Static obstruction, say debris may be found on the path which when reported, a robot must go to that location to confirm the obstruction and its nature. Upon confirmation, a suitable robot must attempt clearing the path, and until the path is cleared, the mission is paused. Only when the path is cleared, the mission resumes. Let us assume that if there is large-sized debris that the robot will be unable to clear, then it will message the central mission controller to send human-operated tugboats to clear the debris. For the ship escorting example, it is logical to use UAVs for confirmation and USVs for resolution.
Secondly, we encode contingency resolution strategies using appropriate transition rules. Model checking is crucial in detecting whether humans have introduced any inconsistencies when coding such transition rules. For example, if the communication link for ith robot breaks, then it should head toward the base station, coded as
If multiple contingencies coincide, then an important aspect of contingency planning is to decide how the respective strategies should synchronize among themselves. Synchronizing contingency actions in different ways may significantly impact mission performance. We have demonstrated this clearly in our second case study.
Model checking and verification. We require both the mission model and specifications for model checking. Those system properties that need to be verified by the user are encoded as temporal logic formulas. For deterministic transition systems, we verify whether the system eventually reaches a desirable state. There may be multiple such desirable states. We use LTL formula to specify goal states. The LTL operators are defined on a set of atomic propositions A P : X (neXt), U (Until), F (Finally), G (Globally). If p 1 ; p 2 2 A P are atomic propositions, then Xp 1 indicates that p 1 holds true in the next time step, p 1 U p 2 indicates that p 1 is true at least until p 2 becomes true, Fp 1 indicates that eventually p 1 holds true, and Gp 1 indicates that p 1 always holds true.
One may also verify whether risky or inconsistent behaviors have been injected into mission execution due to human error. For example, in vehicle routing problems, it is generally desirable to verify whether the vehicle reaches a desirable state and stays there. For this, we use the following type of LTL specification: FG ; where is a logical proposition about the mission. may be a conjunction or disjunction of atomic propositions, or a mix of the two. The LTL formula means that the logical condition will eventually be always satisfied. We use the G operator so that the model checker verifies whether the vehicle achieves equilibrium at the desired location once it reaches that location safely or it has a tendency to wander off to another location due to the way mission specifications were encoded.
Before verifying such properties, we must explicitly ask the model checker to discard specific paths of model execution. This is done by making a fairness assumption which restricts NuSMV only to consider those mission executions which are generally expected in real world. When verifying the correctness of a given mission protocol, we want to discard trivial counterexamples, say those produced due to livelock situations. This is because the contingencies may put the system in a never-ending loop. For example, suppose the convoy is interrupted by a contingency event, and the mobile robots are assigned to resolve it. Once the contingency has been resolved, and the convoy is ready to proceed with the mission again, another contingency event occurs. This may keep happening again and again. This is a livelock situation.
For probabilistic transition systems, we provide probabilistic guarantees by computing the probability with which a system will reach a specific state in a certain duration or expected time elapsed before the system encounters a goal state. For probabilistic systems, probabilistic operator P is added to the previous LTL operators, and this temporal logic is referred to as PCTL. These PCTL formulas are most commonly used to query about probabilistic reachability conditions which may refer to querying the probability that the system eventually satisfies a set of atomic propositions. PCTL verification results produced by PRISM are used to evaluate how the different contingency resolution strategies perform and how mission performance varies by changing mission settings.
For probabilistic model checking, numerical methods like value iteration are used. Systems exhibiting nondeterminism are modeled as MDPs, and their corresponding queries generally relate to minimum or maximum values of probabilities and expected rewards. If a reward structure T R assigns real-world time duration during system's state transitions, then PCTL expression like T Rmin ¼ ? F''cond'' ½ queries the expected time in which system satisfies the specified condition. MDPs are only solved using numerical methods which place a significant restriction on the problem sizes that may be investigated.
Modeling missions as DTMCs allows us to investigate problems of larger sizes because they are computationally more efficient than MDPs. In addition to numerical methods, even statistical methods may be applied to DTMCs for performing model checking, which allow us to handle larger problem sizes compared to the numerical methods. Thus, we have described the different kinds of properties that may be checked and the procedures to verify them for different types of systems.
Multi-USV case study
Mission modeling
We describe a simple model for the multi-USV escorting mission comprising of ship s 0 , a team of USVs ðu 1 ; u 2 ; . . .Þ, and a designated docking location l w based on the "Missions with deterministic transitions" section. The mission in our first case study is applicable to ground robots also. Every USV u i is equipped with a UAV a i mounted on top of it. The USVs must go up to the ship at l 0 and then the convoy proceeds through each successive waypoint until reaching the docking location where the ship carefully docks itself. Once the ship has reached its docking location l w , it performs complex and slow maneuvers to dock itself properly. To capture this action, we assign the ship an additional state called docked after reaching the waypoint l w . Each USV (or UAV) may be at the USV station ðl s Þ or one of the waypoints in the ship's preplanned path. The initial state of all USVs, as well as the UAVs, is l s and their communication links are functioning properly. The initial state of the ship is l 0 because the escorting mission is assumed to begin from the point when the ship's pilot has guided the ship to enter the port region.
There are three types of contingencies modeled for this mission. The first one considers communication failures, as described in the "Modeling of contingency resolution strategies" section. When this is incorporated in the nominal USV model, we obtain the Kripke structure shown in Figure 2 (a). We further describe the contingencies of type A and B. Large vessels lack high maneuverability, so let us assume that if waypoints are chosen appropriately, the ship will traverse them via straight-line segments. The straightline segment traversed by the ship from l iÀ1 to l i is denoted by path P i . Let us denote the immediate region around path segment P i by R i . When a civilian vessel intrudes into the protected region of the ship, these situations are referred to as contingencies of type A. A vessel sighted in region R i triggers the USV to go to a specific location lðR i Þ to warn the vessel. The occurrence of this contingency is simulated by the variable "contingency_type_A[i]" for region R i which denotes the number of civilian vessels intruding into the ship's protected space. In NuSMV, we simply model its resolution by USV u i as u i ¼ R i . For simulation, we place an upper limit on the number of vessels that may appear in this region. Varying this limit may affect the simulation results. For each intruding vessel, only one USV is assigned to handle it. Contingencies of type B refer to the blockage of the path in front of the ship making it dangerous or not feasible to go ahead. The Boolean contingency variable "contingency_type_B[i]" informs us whether path segment P i is obstructed or not. lðP i Þ is defined similarly to lðR i Þ. For simulation purposes, we only assign two USVs to handle this situation, denoting this decision by r B ¼ 2. Such constraints are user-defined and may be varied appropriately. Incorporating all three types of contingencies results in a more complex Kripke structure for the USVs, as shown in Figure 2(b) .
We provide the transition rules used to simulate contingency actions of type A (Figure 3 ). Contingencies of type B are handled similarly. If civilian vessels are confirmed inside the region R i , and not enough USVs are present to warn off the vessels and the UAV a 1 corresponding to the USV u 1 is already deployed in the region to confirm intruder presence, then the USV must go to the region R i to warn off the intruder civilian vessel. In all USV operations, the communication link must be working properly between the USV and the ground station for any operation to happen. Next suppose if the USV is in region R i because it was sent to warn off intruder civilian vessels and the ship is at waypoint l iÀ1 waiting for the contingency to be resolved, then once the vessels have acknowledged the warning signals of the USVs and moved away, the USV must go back to the ship's location. Next, we give the transition rules for the UAVs mounted atop the USVs. Suppose the USV u i and UAV a i are at location l jÀ1 , then if there are more intruder civilian vessels to warn off than the number of UAVs currently assigned to verify and detect their presence, then the UAV a i must go to the region R j to decide whether to trigger USV response. This is desired because it is easier to maneuver a UAV in a busy port than a USV. However, UAVs will not be able to resolve the contingency. USVs are used for that purpose as already described above. For i ¼ 1 and j ¼ 1, If the UAV is already in the region R j and there are fewer UAVs than reported intruder civilian vessels, then the UAV must wait for more UAVs to join it. When situations are encountered by the vessels for which no transition rules have been encoded, then we expect the ship and the USVs to continue performing the task they are doing or remain idle at the assigned task's terminal state. However, UAVs are supposed to be mounted on top of USVs and following USV motion, so they track USV's next moves for such cases.
When a USV approaches and warns a civilian intruder vessel, then the vessel will acknowledge and leave the region declaring that contingency as resolved. When UAVs arrive in a region reported of having civilian intruder vessels, the contingencies may get either resolved or not. Contingency resolution implies that when the UAV surveys the region for the civilian intruder vessel, the vessel has already moved away or there was no intrusion. Let the probability with which this may happen for every civilian vessel be p res . Let us assume this to be 50%. So if i u civilian vessels were reported in the region, then after UAVs have reached the region, the number of civilian vessels remaining in the region may be 0; . . . ; i u . The probability of i 0 u civilian vessels ð0 i 0 u i u Þ still intruding the region is clearly i u i 0 u p i u res . For i u ¼ 2, we consider region R 1 where two civilian vessels were reported and so have the following transition rule for the contingency variable "contingency_type_A [1] ." Thus, we must code up similar rules for all possible values of i u and regions of interest, and this is automated using MATLAB. Though we have tested only three waypoints in the present case study, a larger scenario can be essentially decomposed into multiple instances of smaller problem sizes containing few waypoints and then analyzed efficiently.
We may set up a simulation to study the above mission scenario. Suppose the three USVs take 10 min to reach the first waypoint where the ship has already arrived. There are two more waypoints ahead, each of which takes 5 min to reach from the previous waypoint. At the last waypoint, the docking procedure also takes 5 min. Then the USVs return to their station after assisting the ship to dock in 45 min if there were no contingencies. However, let us assume that contingencies occur. Specifically, the path ahead may get blocked, or civilian vessels may intrude into the ship's protected space. These contingencies are randomly generated and their resolution times are also randomly generated (but less than 5 min) using MATLAB's randomization functions. Then, for the mission completion time obtained from a run of 1000 simulations, we have the mean, standard deviation, and median as 70.41, 18.02, and 70.04 min, respectively. So makespan increases as expected due to contingencies but within reasonable limits.
Model checking and verification
The purpose of every model-checking work is first to verify the correctness of the mission model. So we must first verify whether our encoded mission model performs correctly. As explained in the "Model checking and verification" in the "Computational modeling" section, we wish to verify whether the ship docks successfully and all robots return to their station in the presence of all three types of contingencies. So LTL specification to be verified is as follows
The above formula states that we wish to see the ship docked and both the USVs and their corresponding UAVs rested back at their base station. We also add a fairness condition that the ship has safely reached the docking location at least once, and this is given by F ðs 0 ¼ dockedÞ. This is done to prevent livelocks due to contingencies. We could also have added practical upper limits on the number of times each contingency could occur because NuSMV allows bounded past operators. There may also be sophisticated ways to handle such livelocks in the model itself. We give one simple method of handling the same.
However, this fairness condition may cause us to overlook bugs in the nominal mission model itself by restricting NuSMV from exploring them. So we must verify the correctness of the nominal mission model in the absence of both contingencies and the fairness condition to detect bugs that may have been introduced by human coders. For example, a transition rule is coded for each USV as follows: This rule ensures that the USVs will initially join the ship at l 0 or if a USV has returned to its station due to communication failure, then it rejoins the ship once its link is working again. So we want the USV to track the ship's next state. However, the ship's next state must be a waypoint. This is enforced by the disjunction of three atomic propositions, as shown above. This is done because if the ship's next state is docked meaning the ship is at its last waypoint and trying to dock itself, then this rule will prompt the USVs to take the docked state. But docked is not a state that the USVs can take. Therefore, if the human coder had forgotten to encode this last condition, then NuSMV will throw up an error. Thus, NuSMV allows bug correction. However, if we want to send the USV to l w to assist the ship while it is docking, it could be coded up as follows:
For the contingency-incorporated model, we first verify that our system does not have deadlocks by checking for transition relation totality using the NuSMV command check_fsm. It is confirmed that no deadlocks exist so let us verify equation (1) using the NuSMV command check_ltlspec. NuSMV confirms that the property holds. Other inconsistencies may be introduced, which flout the capacity of the multi-robot system deployed for the mission. Suppose r B ¼ 3 and only three USVs are available for the mission, then if a civilian vessel enters the ship's protected space, then no USV is available for clearing the ship's path if it gets blocked. Thus, the mission should be encoded such that it is within the capacity of the robotic team to finish it successfully.
Thus, we have established above that our model does not contain any design error. To further confirm whether our model behaves as desired, we could generate a model trace to verify this by checking the correctness of c . This returns a counterexample in the form of a mission trace. The mission trace returned by NuSMV trivially shows the convoy moving through each waypoint to the docking position without the occurrence of any contingency and then the vessels and drones get rested in their station.
We may verify our mission using alternative LTL formulas to focus on different aspects of the mission. For example, we know that the ship must visit the waypoints in a sequence. Missions involving multiple mobile robots usually comprise precedence-constrained survey-like or travel-to-location tasks. 44 Such constraints are represented by Sequencing with Avoidance and without Repetition (SAR) formulas like
In above, task t 2 cannot be started until t 1 has been finished and both tasks have to be done only once throughout the mission. Each such SAR constraint creates a directed edge originating at a node representing task t 1 and ending in node representing task t 2 .
Now there are many SAR constraints implicitly encoded in this mission model which may be verified explicitly in NuSMV. We only have to modify the previous LTL expression as follows
This formula passes the verification test. We may trace the mission execution for some interesting scenarios using counterexample generation to evaluate our model further. For this purpose, we may consider how the system reacts to unexpected initial conditions. Let USVs u 1 and u 2 along with their UAVs initially be at waypoint l 2 and USV u 3 is at l 0 . Also, assume that the communication link for USV u 2 is not working properly. Other information remains the same as before. Then NuSMV produces a counterexample when verifying c 1 which is interpreted as follows: USV u 2 returns to the base and waits for the communication link to work again. In the next iteration, its communication link is working and it goes to l 0 while USV u 1 returns to the base. Then USV u 1 joins u 2 and u 3 at l 0 . The mission proceeds nominally thereafter.
Another case is if we add a contingency condition to the previous initial conditions that there is a civilian vessel intruding into region R 2 . We verify the LTL specification c 3 given below
C II is a shorthand for the variable "contingency_type_A [2] ." NuSMV counterexample is as follows: The convoy proceeds up to l 1 as usual. Then blockage for path P 2 is reported while a civilian vessel is still in R 2 . So, a 1 goes to lðR 2 Þ and a 2 ; a 3 go to lðP 2 Þ. The contingencies are still present so the corresponding USVs head toward lðR 2 Þ and lðP 2 Þ. Then the contingencies are resolved and the vessels and drones return to l 1 after which mission proceeds nominally.
We also performed bounded model checking using either of the two Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) solvers: Zchaff and MiniSat. For the standard mission testing scenario tested before, both solvers generate the same counterexample at the eighth level: The convoy proceeds up to l 1 as usual, and then a 1 goes to lðR 2 Þ because an intruder is sighted. Then communication links for the USVs u 2 and u 3 fail simultaneously. So they return to the base while u 1 reaches lðR 2 Þ to warn the civilian vessel. Then all contingencies are resolved. Finally, the convoy reassembles at l 1 and mission proceeds nominally. Thus, through the above three mission traces we get a fair idea of how different scenarios during the mission gets handled.
NuSMV also lets us report run-time statistics. For three USVs and three waypoints, the reported user time elapsed is 7:4 s, and the system time is 0:015 s. Thus, the total CPU execution time consumed is 7:415 s. The wall-clock time for this process is 7:38 s. The RAM allocated for this process is 30; 906 KB (approximately 30:182 MB). The operating system is Ubuntu MATE 18.04.1 and workstation is Dell Precision Tower 3620 including eight Intel Xeon E3-1245V5 CPUs having 3.5 GHz speed (but this process seems to be single-threaded) and a total of 32 GB RAM. We use MATLAB to generate SMV files for different numbers of USVs and waypoints. From Table 2 , we observe that the running time and allocated memory rise exponentially with an increase in problem size and USVs impact run-time statistics much more drastically than waypoints.
Multi-robot assembly case study
Mission modeling
We consider a multi-robot assembly comprising N assembly stations which allow human intervention when part assembly fails. Figure 4 shows an assembly cell. Each assembly station S i has a dexterous mobile manipulator M i . Two conveyor systems are also provided, B 1 is responsible for bringing parts from storage to assembly stations whereas B 2 is responsible for transferring parts among assembly stations. A pick-and-place robot P i transfers parts from B 1 to station S i .
Our convention is to denote by n i 1 (superscript refers to an assembly station, and subscript is only a variable index) the number of parts arrived at S i , and by n i 2 the number of complete assemblies produced, and by n i 3 the number of partially completed assemblies arrived. At assembly station S 1 , the number of parts obtained from B 1 is denoted by n 1 1 . The number of preliminary assemblies delivered by B 1 is denoted by n 1 3 . These units are then assembled to form subassemblies which will be transferred to station S 2 via B 2 . The number of subassemblies produced at station S 1 is denoted by n 1 2 . The number of subassemblies transferred from S 1 to S 2 is n 2 3 . Similarly, B 1 delivers parts from storage to station A 2 whose number is recorded as n 2 1 . The number of subassemblies produced here is n 2 2 . The number of these subassemblies transferred from S 2 to S 3 by B 2 is n 3 3 and the number of parts delivered by B 1 is n 3 1 . Finally, the number of parts produced at station S 3 is n 3 2 . The final assemblies produced at station S 3 are either transferred by the conveyor system or another mobile robot for storage or sorting. At the start of operations, it is a common practice to have some parts in the stations (initial part buffer) so that assembly operations may start without initial bottlenecks. So let n i 1 > 0. All other variables will be initially zero. Now we describe the probabilistic transition model (see "Missions with probabilistic transitions" section) for assembly robots. Let us first consider model for robot M 2 ( Figure 5 ). The subassemblies arriving from the former assembly station undergo a pre-detection operation. For this, let us assume robot M 2 to be a mobile bi-manipulator having a camera fixed to one of its arms. After pre-detection, the part is either sent for pre-repair if problems are detected or sent for the assembly process. Let us assume that the probability of success during pre-detection denoted by p 1 is the same for all assembly stations. If pre-detection succeeds, then the number of parts available for assembly process denoted by x 2 2 is incremented by one, otherwise the number of parts which must be pre-repaired denoted by x 2 1 gets increased by one. When the robot performs the pre-repair operation, it may succeed with a probability of p 2 and then queue up the part for the assembly process. Otherwise, it reports failure to repair the part based on sensory feedback.
There are two contingency buffers in station S 2 : C 2 1 and C 2 2 . These are used to store part assemblies that require external help. Let us assume it to be in the form of a human helper H 2 assigned to the station. Those parts that fail the pre-repair process are sent to contingency buffer C 2 1 , and the number of units held in this buffer is recorded as c 2 1 . When the robot performs the assembly process, it may succeed with a probability p 3 and then queue up the parts to undergo post-detection. However, assembly processes may be complex, and robots may fail. In that case, they will repeat the assembly process. The number of parts held for post-detection is given by x 2 3 . If post-detection succeeds with probability p 4 , then the part is declared as finished subassembly ready to be transferred to the next assembly station. Otherwise, the parts are sent for post-repair. When the post-repair operation succeeds with probability p 5 , then the assembly is declared as finished as per station S 2 . However, if post-repair fails, then the part is sent to contingency buffer C 2 2 . Human H 2 is responsible for both the contingency buffers and attempts to resolve each unit held in these buffers. If human succeeds with probability p 6 for the units held at C 2 1 , then they are queued up for assembly. If human succeeds with the units held at C 2 2 with the same probability, then they are declared as finished subassemblies ready for transport to the next assembly station.
Model for robot M 3 is the same. Model for robot M 1 is a simplified version of M 2 because there are no operations like pre-detection and pre-repair, hence also no contingency buffer C 1 1 . Robot M 1 directly performs its assembly operation followed by post-detection and post-repair operations. It must also be noted that all the container variables for stations A 2 and A 3 , namely x i 1 ; x i 2 ; x i 3 ; x i 4 ; n i 1 ; n i 2 ; n i 3 ; c i 1 ; c i 2 for i ¼ 1; 2, and those for station A 1 , namely x 1 3 ; x 1 4 ; n 1 1 ; n 1 2 ; n 1 3 ; c 1 2 , represent storage of parts and naturally have size constraints associated with them. The lower bound for each is set to zero. The upper bounds also depend on whether we use numerical or statistical model-checking methods. If we use the numerical method, then our model size must be small, so we cannot have high upper bounds for these variables. Statistical methods give approximate results but accommodate larger model sizes. We first define a base protocol on which the assembly process operates. The assembly process happens in cycles, each comprising multiple steps. In the first step of each cycle, conveyor brings parts from storage to different stations and also transfers parts among the different stations with probability p 7 which we generally take to be 1 unless otherwise stated. PRISM only allows us to encode probabilistic transition rules to represent processes. So we must use the process-algebraic concept of synchronization supported in PRISM to simulate real operations. We model the three stations as separate modules which synchronize their processes with each other (see "Modeling of contingency resolution strategies" section). For example, we synchronize all transition rules corresponding to conveyor operations in the first step of each execution cycle.
In the next five steps, the assembly robots perform predetection, pre-repair, assembly, post-detection, and postrepair operations consecutively. In the seventh and eighth steps, the human helper at each station repairs parts in the two contingency buffers. The workers are not allowed to enter the station when assembly robots are operating. These cycles keep repeating until the size constraints on the variables allow to do so. We call this protocol strategy 1, which is modeled in PRISM simply as a DTMC. We define a reward structure (see "Model checking and verification" in the "Computational modeling" section) to compute the expected real-world time that elapses during assembly production. The conveyor operation is fast, but it still requires robots to transfer parts from the conveyor belts, so we assume it to take 0:2 min. The detection routines take 0:2 min also as scanning and processing of images may be sped up. The repair and assembly processes take 2 min. A human worker takes 5 min.
We could simulate the above assembly station to gather more insight. Suppose all buffer sizes are 4 and it produces five assemblies. In Figure 6 (a), we show a random simulation run and assume all probabilities are one except p 3 which is 70%. It takes 2:6 min to produce one assembly if events proceed without contingencies (this can immediately be checked based on the duration of the individual operations involved), but unexpected events occur such as an assembly failing to be produced successfully by the robot (such events are marked on the figure), and this increases the time taken to finish five parts. Thus, what could have been achieved in 2:6 Â 5 ¼ 13 min in the absence of contingencies now takes 24.2 min. In Figure 6 (b), all probabilities are set to 70%. We denote the contingencies as and when they occur for a random simulation run. These disrupting events again explain the deviation from the nominal behavior. Since the probability of failure is higher across the assembly operations involved, it takes even higher time than before, that is, 31:8 min.
We also design a nondeterministic version of this protocol referred to as strategy A, which will be implemented as an MDP in PRISM. The first step remains the same. In the second step, the assembly robots perform one of their detection actions taking a maximum of 0:2 min. In the third step, the assembly robots perform one of their assembly/ repair actions taking a maximum of 2 min. In the fourth step, human helper repairs parts in one of the contingency buffers requiring 5 min.
Model checking and verification
We first analyze a single assembly station. All variables are given an upper bound of four, and we wish to compute the expected time to produce 10 assemblies. And the initial part buffer is zero for each station. An assembly cell is perfect if all success probabilities are one. The expected production time for a perfect cell is the lowest bound achievable for the given transition system. These values are 26 and 26:12 min for strategies 1 and A, respectively. Let us assume that human succeeds with 95% probability and assembly robots with 80%. From Table 3 , we see that increasing initial part buffer decreases expected production time by more than 30 s for both strategies 1 and A which is very significant for factory throughput in the long run. We observe that the nondeterministic station shows a decrease of 0:2 min per row because the addition of one item in the initial buffer helps skip one conveyor operation. This effect is not so vividly noticeable in the DTMC version. Increasing contingency buffer size does not have any notable effect. But increasing human success probability from 60% to 100% significantly reduces time for both strategies (Table 4 ). This analysis method may also be used as a recruitment tool. Suppose a fast worker could finish resolving contingencies in 5 min and an expert worker could succeed with a probability of 99%. Let a slow worker take 7 min and a less skilled worker succeed with a probability of 80%. Then we record the expected production times for all four combinations of worker in Table 5 for strategies 1 and A. We see that for both strategies, being slow is undesirable regardless of whether the worker is expert or less skilled. However, interestingly, if the slow worker were to take 6 min, then the slow and expert worker becomes preferable over the fast and less skilled worker. Such counterintuitive observations may differ for different mission parameters. Above results were generated via numerical model checking.
The problem with analyzing multi-station assembly cells as MDPs is state space explosion which makes model building, as well as model checking, very memoryintensive and time-consuming, if not impossible. However, the DTMC protocol of strategy 1 may be extended to multi-station assembly cells and analyzed using PRISM's simulation-based model-checking techniques. We first consider a two-station cell by ignoring station S 3 . All variables are given an upper bound of two, and we wish to compute the expected time to produce three assemblies. And the initial part buffer is one for each station. The expected production time for a perfect cell is 10:2 min. Now let human succeed with 95% probability, robot assembly with 90%, and other operations with 80%. We compare the expected production time of strategy 1 with four other strategies in Figure 7 and the time is shown as the percentage increase with respect to that of the perfect cell. We run the simulation 100 times to report statistics at 95% confidence level, a width of 0:5 min, and the maximum path length of a billion states. Strategy 2 is designed assuming only one human is available for the entire cell who alternates between both the stations in odd and even cycles. Strategy 3 is the same as 1, but the humans at each station must resolve the first contingency buffer in odd cycles and the second one in even cycles. Strategy 4 again assumes only one human for the entire cell, but he or she succeeds in resolving contingencies with 80% probability, fails and puts the part back in the buffer with 5% probability, and sends the part for repair by the robot with 15% probability. This simulates the behavior of a human who reckons that a minor fix could help the robot assemble the part on its own, so he or she sends the parts back to the automated assembly cell. For example, a human decides that if a washer is slightly tweaked, then the assembly robot will succeed with the rest of the assembly. Thus, this human worker may be assumed to be faster and spend only 2 min. Strategy 5 is the same as 4 but with one human per station. Now it is not obvious which strategy will be the best. These comparison results help us analyze time savings that can be achieved for manufacturing operations which may help make huge profits in the long run. We see that on an average strategy 5 performs the best but only marginally better than strategy 4. Strategy 2 shows significant improvement over strategy 1 on account of using only one human to balance the task of two humans efficiently. However, when the two humans organize themselves better as in strategy 3, then they outperform strategy 2 by a small margin. We compare these strategies only for two-station cells because model checking for strategies 2, 3, and 4 becomes time-consuming for three-station cells. This is because these strategies require coding more steps per cycle and handling of both conveyor systems triggers scaling issues. 45 PRISM run-time statistics illustrate these issues clearly. Model construction for two stations with strategy 2 took 1:9 s, having around 4:3 million states and 6:5 million transitions. Statistical model checking took 0:14 s. But model construction for three stations with strategy 2 took 21:4 s and verification took 2:1 s.
Consider the three-station assembly cell operating with strategy 1 and the same variables upper bounds and initial part buffer as before. If all success probabilities within a station are at 90%, we call it a low station. High stations have success probabilities at 99%. The conveyor system is assumed to be operating perfectly. A perfect cell takes 12.8 min. In Figure 8(a) , we plot the expected production time as the percentage increase with respect to that of the perfect cell for all 2 3 combinations of high and low stations in the cell. For example, LHL on x-axis denotes that the first and third stations are low, and the second one is high. We observe that the first station being low is not as critical as the next two stations being low. We see a similar trend for strategy 5 (letting human helper three-way split still be 80-15-5) in Figure 8(b) . We also observe that at these high probabilities for the three-station assembly cell, both strategies start performing similarly.
Modeling of large-scale assembly operations
Imagine a production line which is composed of several assembly cells to produce a complex product such as a satellite. Such a product would have to be assembled across a number of assembly cells, and it is not possible to model and analyze the entire assembly operation in PRISM in one go because of the memory overflow problem. We can, however, break the entire assembly line down to its cellular level and analyze each of the cells separately as in "Model checking and verification" in the "Multi-robot assembly case study" section. Thereafter, we can aggregate the results of these individual analyses to figure out how contingencies can be handled. We shall demonstrate how our approach can be scaled up for larger problem sizes. Suppose there are five assembly cells as shown in Figure 9 with the specifications given below Cell D :
Let the initial part buffer be constant N I for each cell. The upper bound for all other storage buffers of a cell is N max , and it can produce a maximum of N Ã assemblies. The arrows represent the direction in which assemblies will transfer from one cell to another. Suppose we want to improve upon the strategies being executed at each cell. We use MATLAB to generate PRISM scripts for each cell for the above parameter values. Let us assume that the initial strategies for each cell are ðA; 3Þ; ðB; 5Þ; ðC; 5Þ; ðD; 2Þ; ðE; 3Þ.
According to Figure 9 , cells A and B begin their production initially and feed subassemblies to cell C. So we can analyze cell C separately from the other cells due to this nature of interactions between the cells. And later on, we could compute the overall performance based on the above interactions.
The automated case-by-case analysis in MATLAB then reasons as follows: Cell A takes 4:475 min and cell B takes 5:894 min per assembly produced. Cell B's strategy is optimal. However, cell A employs two humans and strategy 3. So we could find another strategy where fewer humans are employed even if this results in worsening of cell A's production time as long as it does not overshoot 5:894 min. This is because cell C would not be able to proceed unless parts arrive from both cells A and B. If cell A switches to strategy 2, then it employs only one human, and so brings down the operational costs; it takes 4:482 min.
Similarly, cells C and D must feed parts to cell E, but cell C takes 4:406 min and cell D takes 8:115 min per part. Cell C's strategy is optimal and requires two humans. Switching to strategies requiring fewer humans does not increase its production time. However, it may still be profitable to switch to a strategy that requires fewer workers. Additionally, we may bring down cell D's production time without adding humans. If cell D switches to strategy 4, it brings down the production time to 7:673 min. Since cell E is the last cell, we choose its optimal strategy independent of any other factor. Thus, we analyzed a production line of 15 assembly cells by embedding the probabilistic model checker within a higher level MATLAB simulation.
Conclusion and future work
We present a framework that allows us to do modeling of nominal missions with deterministic and probabilistic transitions. We also demonstrate the modeling of contingency resolution strategies with specific examples of contingencies for two case studies. Existing model checkers are used to evaluate these strategies. In the first case study, we verify the correctness of contingency resolution strategies and use NuSMV to generate mission execution plans for different scenarios. In the second case study, we use PRISM as a computational tool to provide a probabilistic assessment for mission success and analyze the effect of relevant mission variables on mission execution.
We plan to examine the robustness and completeness of our modeling and verification techniques using a detailed model of assembly line created from physical experiment data. This shall help us improve our model as well as record the performance of integrating model checkers in real-time missions for proactive contingency handling compared to existing reactive techniques. We aim to integrate high-fidelity simulation software packages with model checkers because the former are good at analyzing the performance and behavior of agents at a finer level of detail. Rather than running exhaustive and full-fledged simulations, we may use the model checking results to simulate fewer small-sized cases. We shall also deploy machine learning algorithms so that newer and better contingency resolution strategies are automatically generated based on sensory feedback and the history of human interventions. This shall be very effective for scenarios where contingencies occur at high frequencies amid rapidly changing mission conditions.
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